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A P P E N D I X 
[Mobility Shapes the City] 
Mob ty is an asset. It is an asset to be celebrated in Hong Kong. Lifestyles are 
concentrated around modern transportations and cities are shaped around 
transportation nodes. Large transit points now become urban centers, with great 
synergetic potentials together with the city. 
[A Civic Element] 
With the three factors major factors of space availability, accessibility and 
programmatic support available, mega transportation hubs are fully capable of 
becoming an urban core when located inside the city. In the transformation into a 
city center, the machine becomes a civic element of the city; that is, essential more 
than about travel. 
It is a destination, serving both travelers and non-travelers. It is a place of exchange, a 
place of equality, a place of life. 
[Alienation] 
Large transportation hubs are self-contained cities. When locating these super size 
infrastructures in the dense urban environment, seriously consideration must be 
made with its urban, architectural and social relationship with the city; or be at risk of 
becoming a'deprived hole'and/or forbidden fortresses'near-by so far away'; creating 
a mega-scale built disaster. 
[Not a Monumental Sculpture] 
The city center, instead of the'architect's masterpiece should more user-end related. 
As a civic element, it should reflect and enhance the way of the city and people's 
activities. Through extending city fabrics deep in to the core of the city, and stitching 
into interconnected network of enjoyable public platforms, this completes the city in 
to a more enjoyable and competitive one. 
[Stitching the City] 
This thesis will examine the driving force and reasons that lead to existing designs of 
transportation hub developments; and attempts to explore methods in enabling the 
transportation hubs to become an urban center. Studies on program compositions 
and envelope typologies are to be conducted to suggest the appropriate building 
types and methods in engaging the city. 
-Vision-
[A Place for Everyone] 
The ambition of this thesis attempts to enhance the competitiveness of the city 
in the future and promote a better lifestyle with a stage to participate and enjoy 
freedom of expression and creativity effectively. It is critical that everyone to have the 
opportunities to contribute and affect upon the larger image in the transformation 
towards a 'Global Theatre'. 
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REJHINK HONG KONG'S TRANSPORTATION HUB 
mobility IS an asset of hong kong, but what about the station nodes? 
Mobility is the fundaments of civilization. 
It is civilization. 
Mobility enables us to break-free from the boundaries of distances 
It "shrinks existing space and expands space at the same time" 
Mobility has the abilities to enhance communications and interaction. 
Its bridges cities and countries. 
The convenience permitted cities to expand in all directions without limits 
The liberty of travel created transport-orientated lifestyles. 
Cities expands around transit nodes in concentric manners. 
Mobility shapes the city. 
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I N F R A S T R U C T U R E S T O R N THE C ITY A P A R T 
t 
Footbridge Tunnel Elevated Highway Tunnel 
Roads and highways are the basic infrastructure of the automobile city. It 
provides a smooth, non-stop travel across districts and regions. Its l inks 
cities together, but slicing the city apart at the same time. 
High-speed road networks and pedestrian paths do not harmonized together. Form of bypass must 
be adopted on points of intersection, or speed is never achieved. Although physically connected, 




High speed road systems are n o t pa r t o f t h e city. Built as bundles of 
circuits looping all over the place, it is a no-man's land. Space a r o u n d 
it is dead. 
Most pedestrian footbridges and tunnels are a designed as an engineer element.These are 
designed as a passage only, and nothing more. Activities other than commuting is 
almost prohibited. 
H o w e v e r , t h e s e a r e t h e c u r r e n t t h r e a d s t h a t w e a v e o u r 
i s l a n d e d c i t y t o g e t h e r . 
Bousmaha Baiche & Nicholas Walliman, Architect's Data, Third Edition, neufert 
Thomas Horozg, Architecture+Technology, Prestel 
Newman, Peter; Kenworthy, Jeffrey, Cities and Automobile dependence: A Sourcebook, Avebury Technical, Aldershot, Bookfiled, Hong Kong, Singapore, Sydney 1992 





T R A N S I T - O R I E N T A T E D D E V E L O P M E N T 
••••Node '“'Center 
TRANSIT ORIENTATED DEVELOPEMENT 
Mass transit system is the backbone of the city. Factors such as concentration of demands and environmental issues leads to 
the adaptation of Transit-orientated development strategies. 
Transit orientated development strategy relies on the use of public mass transit system as the community mobilizer. Such 
development attempts to c o u n t e r road c o n g e s t i o n a n d sus ta inab le issues from automobile orientated cities. 
The station node, like the airports, are the 'new cathedrals' of the city. 
"you can't separate this from issues like social diversity, mass transit, the ability to be able to walk a convenient 
distance, the quality of civic spaces." 
Norman Foster's Green Agenda, 2008 
DISTANCE FROM CENTER 
Walking Time to Access Mechanized Transport Modes 
Traveling time are always in proportional to 
demand and price. Typically this is also closely 
associated with density. Such demanded 
places occurs in locations close to the points 
of transportation transitions. 
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Travel energy consumption is proportional to 
density 
Thomas Horozg, Arcbitecture-^Technology, Prestel 
Newman Peter: Kenworthy, Jeffrey, Cities and Automobile dependenc 
A Sourcebook Avebury Technical, Aldershot, Bookfiled, Hong Kong, 






Transit orientated cities develops along the mass transit system 
network, in an concentric manner centering the stations. The size of 
the cities are kept within desirable distances of walking, cycling or 
other modes of last-mile travel. 
These cities are intended to be pedestrian-orientated 
and tends provide a more pleasurable walking experience. 
L A S T - M I L E T R A V E L / J O U R N E Y E X T E N D E R 
The wheeled mobility devices as the human locomotion extender. 
MOBILITY DEVICE 6 c PERSONAL TRANSPORTER o 
"(Detroit) is a very car dependent. The city goes out in annular rings, consuming more and more green space, and more 
and more roads, and more and more energy in the transport of people between the city center; which again the city 
center, as it becomes deprived of the living and just becomes commercial, again becomes dead.[...] 
(Munich) with the greater dependence on walking and cycling, then a city which is only twice as dense, is only using 
one-tenth of the energy." 
Norman Foster's Green Agenda, Norman Foster, 2008 
W A L K I N G 
Walking is complicated. 
It is the self-esteem of men. 
Walking "acknowledges the complexity of 
place, heterogeneity, environmental interest 
and the safeness of walking in the presence 
of strangers. " it is where "the concept of 
plausibility where an activity con be broken 
and then taken up again." 
"Walking is 
affordable and 
egalitarian as all 
can enjoy it•“ 
Tkgd2007,httf>://commons,wikimedia.org/v\/iki/Hle:Human—e\/oltJtion,svg 
THE MTR B U S I N E S S (amortization) 




MTR range Property Development (above station) 9.1 















in HKS billion 
• Property 
development 
• Property ownership, 
manaqementand 
other businesses 
• Railway operations 
and related 
businesses 
Where there are people flow it is always a good opportunity for business. 
Property market is a profitable business to attach outside the station. 
Inside the station there are kiosk retails and advertisements. 
MTR/KCRC merge 
Operation Profit Contributions 
MTR Annual Report 2008 
3,449 
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PUBLICITY/EXPOSURE = COMMERCIAL VALUE 
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• Kiosk rental 
• Advertising 
Revenue from Station Commercial & Rail Related Business 
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These new urban centers, evolved 
from station nodes are public 
structures that serve the city. These 
structures must achieve a high degree 
of public engagement to enable a 
seamless social-interaction platform 
to and from the city. Transportation 
hubs should not be simply a service 
infrastructure for the city, but instead 
an inseparable center of society, a 
focus points, an identity. 
"Vbu cannot separate the buildings out from the 
infrastructure of the cities and the mobility of transit•“ 
[Abstract, Paragraph 3] ^ 
Norman Foster, 2008 
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LIKE A CASTLE, IT IS PROTECTED BY A MOAT WITH MINIMAL BRIDGE CONNECTIONS. 
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IT IS ALMOST AN UNTOUCHABLE CENTER; WHERE CITY GOVERNORS LIVE... 
BUTTHIS IS NOT WHAT WE NEED IN THE MODERN SOCIETY. 
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"If in the modernist ideal the 
democratization of the ground was 
produced through its. neutralization 
in a flat plane and its reproduction 
ad infinitum, the new strategies of 
stratifying urban ground are usually 
attached to active frontages on several 
levels and incorporate a high density 
of program, particularly retail." 
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G E N E R A L S T A T I O N TYPES 
A t t a c h e d 
Station is attached the side of the platforms at the same 
level. 
o 
-Easiest and lowest cost to construct. 
-Platforms are commonly sheltered from sun and rain, but 
can be naturally ventilated. 
-More flexibility for future expansion. 
-Requires the most plot area. Capacity of extra facilities 
total depends on area remains for the plot. 
-Exclusive for te rmina ls . Passenger must walk around 
the track termination point to access the platforms unless 
means of by-pass above or below is available. 
T r a c k s A b o v e 
Platform positioned above the station. Platforms are 
commonly elevated. 
o 
-Elevated tracks and platforms retains permeability on 
ground level. 
-Elevating tracks are relatively l ower in cost compared to 
subterranean methods. 
-Platforms are commonly sheltered from sun and rain, but 
can be naturally ventilated. 
y( 
-Station and areas below tracks are often dark; artificial 
lighting and climate control systems are often required. 
-Station and other facilities underneath must adapt 
and accommodate with the above platform structures. 
Programme functions are limited due to the 
structural grid. 
T r a c k s 0 w 
Platform positioned below the station. Platforms are 
commonly underground as station remains on surface. 
o 
• Enable some existing light structures on surface be 
remained when constructed. Usually adapted for urban 
environment for noise and urban impact issues. 
-Enable the most gross floor area for development 
above. Returns are sometimes favorable for real estate 
development for high land price locations. 
- M u l t i - f u n c t i o n a l usage over different levels high 
space and travel efficiency. 
-Most expensive, time consuming and riskiest 
method. 
-Must adapt a large transfer structure for extra 
development above. Yet developments are still limited to 
certain scale. Extremely large structures will be resulted on 
lower levels, 
-Underground areas must employ artificial lighting and 
climate control systems. 
-One-complete development required for the extensive 
coordination involved; scale of financial investment limits 
development to large-scale developers or the government. 
mm 
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C o m b i n e d 
Combined approach for compact development. Platforms 
are stacked with station facilities at the side. 
o 
-stacked platforms permits a h ighe r capac i ty o f t racks 
for a small area plot. 
-Ability to be divided in to several individual developments 
for a number of developers. 
-Enable part of the plot to be freed-up for other 
developments without structural restraints: heavy a n d 
special structures are possible. 
-More common for earthquake zones as buildings tends to 
be more clearly accounted individually. 
•Horizontal divided zones permit easier management. 
-The differences in levels for the platforms may require 
longer and more complex pre-platfrom tracks. 
-More pre-planning and coordination required before the 
development. 
Tracks low 
T H E M O S T E C O N O M I C A L L Y R E A S O N A B L E C O N F I G U R A T I O N 
MORE GLOSS FLOOR AREA = MORE POTENTIAL = MORE COMPACT URBAN DEVELOPMENT 
[PROGRAMME INTENSIFIED GROUND] 
$$$$$ 






Exposure to pedestrian flow 








' A B O V E S T A T I O N D E V E L O P M E N T 
Kowloon, Hong Kong 











office, hotel, retails,restaurant, 
entertainment, observation, 
transportation inter-change, 
carpark, public open space 
"[.-.]the West Kowloon Mall in Hong Kong are retail 
facilities that act as connecting tissues to large urban 
complexes, forming new ground onto which other 
parts of the program are placed." 
Roof of the podium is used as public open space, 
however there is no direct means access of the 
outside, except passing thought the shopping mall. 
It is not designed to be accessed from the mass 
public. 
I l l mass transit • • 
Residential GFA 
608,026m^ 
16 Residential towers, 
5866 units, appox. 
21,000 residents Area Distribution 
Commercial GFA 
482,000m^ 
(23 h 778m2 office) 
(82,750m^ shopping mall) 
www, wikipedia.com 














h U i f 
Horizontal-dispatch 
2.5-dimensional development 
All circulations are overlapped on 
ground level. As density increase 
towards the center, demand for 
road circulation capacity also 
increase. This results in road 
congestion and/or highways that 
islands the city. 
3-Dimensional development 
achieve higher space and travel 
efficiency. Demands rises with 
density in the center node point. 
Limited by technology, cost and 
regulations; circulation takes 
form in an orthogonal branching 
manner, with multiple sub-nodes 
are created. Multi-layer permits 
higher capacity of traffic to be 
handed. 
In an extreme idealist case for a 
transit-orientated development, 
the development would take 
form in a radiated manner with 
the transit-hub as the point-
source (provided diagonal 
traveling have to be efficient 
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M U L T I - L A Y E R D E V E L O P M E N T 
Large development enables more efficient layout planning over layers. Programme 
layout has the flexibility to be redistributed on each level specifically optimized to its 
function (to certain degree of structural cooperation, with structural transfer system if 
necessary).This has the ability to house large-scale programmes not possible over the 
normal city grid. 
footbridge level M M people (habitation) private small 
• • • 
footbridge level t t t t t people (commute) 
ground level 12 _ 8 automobile 
Footbridge is a common solution to separate 
people and traffic in Hong Kong 
public large 






"If in the modernist ideal the 
democratization of the ground was 
produced through its neutralization 
in a flat plane and its reproduction ad 
infinitum, the new strategies of stratifying 
urban ground are usually attached to 
active frontages on several levels and 
incorporate a high density of program, 
particularly retail." 
The Politics of the Envelope, Pan II, Alejandro Zaera-Polo 
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A HUGE SOLID MASS. 
WHAT IF ENTIRE FACADE IS TRANSPARENT? IT IS STILL ONE HUGE SOLID MASS, 
PERMEABILITY IS STILL LOW... 
ACCESS IS LIMITED BYTHE ROADS. 
IT IS A FORTRESS! 
THERE ARE TOO MANY IMPERMEABLE 
FUNCTIONS BEHINDSTHE FACADE 
C O M P A C T D E V E L O P M E N T 
COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL COMPLEX 
+ railway station (attachment) 
The design of the project is p r io r i t i zed t o w a r d s res ident ia l t owers . To facilities such amount of residential area under 
current regulations and factors of unit view, the tower structures are located at periphery edge.This creates a t h i n k b o u n d i n g 
wa l l to the inner area.This results in an i n t e r n a l i z e d - w o r l d o f maze that filters and sterilize the society. 
It is a self-enclosed city packed in a mysterious block of solid mass 
Perhaps there is too much density 
in a space too compact? 
0 p a q u < Transparent 
• 
B l o c k 
^ • h u h i 
Box i 
o n c e p t u a l 
Volume 
O p e n P l a n e C o n c e p 11 
Space 
E x p o s e d 
(if compulsory) 
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Land lot boundaries World map: Time; 




C o n c e p t u a l V o l u m e 
-Volume of space suggested by 
partial elements; edges of such 
often has particular importance to 
the suggested space. 
-Almost entirely open to air. 
C o n c e p t u a l S p a c e 
-Such space do not possess visible 
boundaries. 
-Could be determine by factors 
such as odor, acoustic, climate, or 
even political or time zones. 
O p e n P l a n e 
-Recognized by the aspect of 
differences between two planes, 
usually as material or level. 
-Such differences are often, but not 
limited to permanent aspects; e.g. 
shadows cast over an area 
Nottingham Old Light/shadow zones of 
Market Square temporary definitions 
O p a q u e 
-Blank, ornamental, or 
advertisement function. 
-Direct profit generating surface. 
-Visually impenetrable creates a 
totally isolated cocoon between 
interior and exterior: a social 
filtering device. 
-Most varieties of facade options 
available with ability to insulate, 
easy control and maintenance. 
Sogo, Hong Kong- almost entire facade i 
used for advertisement 
T r a n s p a r e n t 
-Visually connected but physically 
impermeable: common means of 
climatic border. 
-Display contents behind. 
-Transparency & lightness: symbol 
of modernity. 
-Tension between envelope and 
contents: deep surface. 
-Generic modular grid embodies 
idea of democratic equality and 
liberal individualism. 
Seattle Public Library, OMA- generic modular 
glazed facade adopts well for a public building 
• i
s p h e r i c a l W a r p 
x=y=z 
-Universal treatment of facade 
encloses every surfaces of building 
continuously. 
-Lease surface area. 
-Easiest to maintain internal 
temperature. 
PradaAoyama Tokyo Water Cube 
S p e c i f i c R o o f 
xy+z 
-Most functionally logical solution 
for most cases. 
-Multiple layers of usage. 
-Two common types: Lightweight 
large-span roofs and green roofs. 
Hong Kong International California Academy of 
Airport-Lightweight Sciences - Green Roof 
large span roof 
W a l l - L e s s 
(xyjO+z 
-Partially or completely open 
at all sides with high level of 
permeability. 
-Common type: Shelter 
United Airlines Hangar, Oriente Station 
San Francisco 
O p e n F l o o 
Mongkok Sapporo Odori Park 
H e t e r o t r o p i a 
rxyzj" 
House N 





THE E X T R U D E D C ITY 
Under the attitude to maximize floor area and 
minimize height, buildings becomes blocks 
extruded from the site plot. The roads forms a an 
infinite volume of forbidden 
vertica I zone that shapes the city mass. 
There seems to be a mighty priority for roads. 
This is a city for automobiles instead of people? 
Factors of publicity and minimum 
travel distance creates the attitude for 
maximum floor area to be located as 
close as possible to pedestrian level. 
Most open spaces in dense urban areas are 
areas above roads. 
There seems to be a lot of potential if this zone 
can be built above. 
Perhaps this can be an o p p o r t u n i t y t o 
exchange for public open spaces? 
nin 
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S U R F A C E - V O L U M E R A T I O N 
"The smaller a building envelopes become, the easier it is to maintain its internal temperature ' 
JORDAN UNION SQUARE 
volume = 2,930,00 
SPHERICAL SHELL 
To achieve smaller envelope area, the programmes becomes so compacted into a single solid mass; 
a block of mass with no noticeable indication of identity or function from the outside. 
Programme functions are no more identifiable though form. 
Navigation becomes solely d e p e n d e n t o n s ignages- not ideal for buildings designed for the mass public. 
I results in the building to be less engaging to the public with reduced opportunity for active frontages and access points. 
Publicity for commercial programmes are limited to the internal 'idealized' environment, and not more. 
There is a lack of richness in both spatial types and activity. Commercial programmes needs people flow. Low popularity is no good to anyone. 
Environmental stainability factors must balance with Social factors. 
The smaller envelope 
Parallel alignments 
(Plausibility for natural ventilation) 
Loop 
Artificial interior climate control or designed microclimate 
N A T U R A L L I G H T 
Skylight opening <4% of roof area 
-low heat gain 
-direct sunlight blocked by towers at certain 
times of the day 
Green roof are able to reduce heat gain from 
the sun, however the podium roof is mostly 
covered in hard paving. 
Arguable the mechanical zone at the bottom of 
the southern towers and the carpark can cat as a 
climate barrier reduce heat gain from sunlight for 
the shopping mall. 
Small skylights permits light to penetrates to Ivl 2 (bottom of shopping mall) Large skylights permits light to penetrates to ground floor (station) 
j< i«MM* _ Ik ‘m 
STACK V E N T I L A T I O N 
M I C R O C L I M A T E 
Giant Dome,'o'v^r Manhattan', Buckmister Fuller. 
The project by designed to swallow the city with a single envelope to 
improve energy performance with minimum surface area and internal 
mirco-climate. It is believed to "save the city from air-conditioning, 
street cleaning, snow-removal and lost man-hours from colds and 
other respiratory ailments." 
UickeriMtFlowIn 
(miMrMton) 
Principles of thermal induced potenial-
differences. Note that pressure is neutral in the 
center area. 
General mass elevated to 
permit natural ventilation 
S H O P P I N G M A L L W I D T H 
22 30-40 35-60 
10-20 3-5 10-20 10-20 10-20 3-5 3-15 3-5 10-20 
single-loaded double-loaded atrium 
The shopping mall design concept is based looping paths with retails at the side. When the ideal width range is exceed, voids are 
often employed for upper levels and with atrium for the bottom most level.This reduces floor area, but enable a more comfortable 
atmosphere with easier navigation and higher exposure rate for the retails. 
T R A N S P A R E N C Y 
Democrat ic = Generic Modular Grid Tension in Deep Surface 
Generic modular grid embodies idea of democratic equality and liberal individualism. 
With an skin of glazed curtain wall wrapped around the entire building, undermining any 
frontally or privileged position, it represents a symbolic sign of equality. Such expressional 
language are increasing adopted for public buildings. 
Eve Blau^Jen^u^oJi^^r^^^parency 
"The meaning of transparency is to create a diversity of relations." 
The physical disconnection of "visual transparency" contradicts with the connection 
"functional transparency". An intermediate "third"space, the double wall further plays 
with this tension with the ambiguity between spatial volumes. 
THE C O N T I N U O U S I N T E R I O R 
"The spectacles offered within interior palaces or streets were to entice people tO Stay 
all day, abandoning themselves to the reveries of consumption." 
"The impression of freedom given in these extensive interiors is connected to their disregard for 
conventional limits of boundaries or enclosure. But their freedom's are illusory.Their contents are 
carefully contrived packages designed to effect predictable behavioral responses: absence and 
conformism smooth the processes of consumption to maximize financial return." 
"Outside this structure, nothing matters." 




OMA, Seattle Public L l b r l S f e ^ ^ ^ / / 
"The problem of inserting a 
large shed into an urban fabric is 
well-known; the lack of active 
frontages turns flat-horizontal 
envelops into large-scale 
obstacles to urban flow, sterilizing 
the surroundings with a forbidding 
edge." 
gigantic mysterious solid mass 
inaccessible public open space 
"The material and geometrical 
configuration of the edge 
is crucial to the articulation 
between inside and outside 
footprint insets or corrugations 
producing a porosity of the vertical 
enclose and the use of permeable 
materials may enhance osmosis 
between the enclosed program and 
its surroundings." 
A C T I V E F R O N T A G E 





Conceptua l V o l u m e 
Open access level permits barrier-free 
access for the entire level. The native flat 
horizontal ground plane is continued. 
Barcelona Forum H S B C H o n g Kong 
Photo: Thomas Mayer 
Developers do not want to reduce 
building footprint and surrender areas for 
open space. 
Projecting out parts of the building 
creates intermediate transitional zone 
between ndoorand outdoor. 
The internal outdoor area Is regonized 
by connection to outside via the top 
opening. 
Increased surface area increases 
opportunity for social engagement. Mass 
is also break down in smaller bulks. 
Times Square S e a g r a m Building R p o n g i Hills H o n g Kong Airport Barcelona Forum Ropponcjl Hills 
N a m b a park 
ENCLOSE 
,Japan 
H o u s e N , S o u F u j i m o t o 
[Frame] in [Box] in [Frame]: three layers of envelope, each with 
different levels of permeability creates gradat ions of space 
privacies. Definition of inside and outside are blurred for spaces 
in-between, with occasion relation to projection of connected space. 
The consistency of language of the layers, as if multiplied and scaled, 
creates tension thought expectat ion in t he percept ion of 
repetition. 
_ o 
Toyo ItojLilian Worrall2G, No.50 SouFajimato 
The Architectural Review {arl 13-^9 April 2009 
Study Model 
Osaka,Japan 
N a m ba P a r k 
Multiplied surface - An 'internal open- Stepped profile reduces dramatic scale contrast pedestrian 
street'to induce public into the complex. view point in the main entrance. 




Hunghom S ta t i on 
V i i T r n v f m n v r f r r n v f r m T y f r T n T y f m n ^ ^ r f f l l ^ ^ ^ ^ g T n T n V " " 
:>p(KlflC Roof Transparent 
China 
H o n g q i a o T r a f f i c H u b 




Z u r i c h C e n t r a l S t a t i o n 
^ B “ “ … S a , 
r C 
a • • • • • m t - r - n n y I^O-J-" 
S j o d i ' 
Old build became multi-function space with retail mall 
underneath between subway station level 
H : 
Commuters t <_ 
Touring route * 
Retails (including food retails) 
There are many types of public open space in Hong Kong, (eg. parks, roadsides, promenade, spaces under bridges...) 
Yet most are deprived and inactive. 
Retail (consumptions) S U p p O l t + 6 3 5 6 o f a C C e S S i b i l i t y are important to the activeness of public open space. 
Such places, especially Mongkok Sai Yeung Choi Pedestrian Zone, Times Square Open Plaza are some of the places which is considerably the 
more civil and lively places of Hong Kong with organically appeared activities. 
. "Like the extension of walking, which is affordable and egalitarian as all can enjoy it" 
Unaccountable Thermal Comfort: [oscillates between indoor and outdoor frequently with short exposure time?] 
P L A C E M A K I N G U R B A N CENTER 






Por t of Ge 
A strategy of a "aggressive welcome* with land 
free-up in the center a new use of assemblage 
space of multi-events. 
S a p p o r o O d o r i Park 
Located In the heart of Sapporo where many many 
events and ceremonies where held, it is originally 
designated as the a firebreak and main street.This 
landmark of Sapporo spans over 1.5 km, consisting 
of a series of 13 blocks highlighted by different 
monuments or themes. It is connected by 2 subway 
station and the underground network. 
39 
S O C I A L S O L I D A R I T Y 
Large events creates social solidarity, 
yet these places are I I L y for the other non-event times as no other functions can occur, nor can be accessed by the public. 
Perhaps such event places can be more flexible, malleable and permeable. 
The enable function should be more d iverse, in term of both scale, range and audiences. 
Greek Theater, Epidaurus 
I t t l S S 
>i>M«i• r ‘ . dii^-
Beijing National Stadium 
_ 
‘‘ 
Mi < - , 
I n t e r n a t i o n a l F inance Cent re 
IFC has a more successful active frontage on footbridge 
level.The a long permeable glazing wall with canopy-
covers tables with the open plaza In front has gained 
the large open-air void In 
the center have potential 
to become a successful 
IFC is designed to be 
accessed from the 
extensive networks of 
footbridges from central. 
it h an extension of 
the network. 
fw.il. 
f f y i r 
' IS 
m i 
A C T I V E F R O N T A G E C O M M O N STRATEGIES 
Elevated 
Elevated mass are commonly adopted to 
Incorporate the PTI functions on ground 
level. This strategy could be adopted in 
considerations for the people. 
Concentration 
Shifting to vertical development permits 
nore ground area to be free-up. A common 
practicing strategy. 
Projected-f-Void 
In a layer functional optimized manner... 
People deserve natural light and open air 
more than cars.The building projects over the 
site and connects physically to surrounding 
buildings to compensate for public open 
space. Connection between city context is 
strengthened. 
De-compact 
Programmes less tightly packed in the 
containing boundaries enable more clear 
programmatic layout transparency. 
Level Differences 
The envelop area creates in the edges of level 
different on the horizontal plane multiples 
surface area for exposure. 
,Section II, 4.1JI Hong Kong2030 Hannmg Vision and Smtegy 
H o n g K o n g 2 0 3 0 
., . . . . - • 
"[Hong Kong] occupies a strategic location at the heart 
of Easr/Soufheast Asia, assuming the role as a regional 
transportation hub and the southern qateway to China, 
Most parts of East Asia can be reached within five hours 
of flight time from Hong Kong and about 40 Mainland 
cities are linked to Hong Kong by air services. It has 
world-class transportation and telecommunications 
infrastructure, including a deep-water port which is one 
of the busiest and most efficient in the world It has the 
most open economy, a stable monetary system, a low 
and simple tax regime, advance legal ana accounting 
systems and an efficient public service. Its people are 
industrious and stable. " 
"All these have contributed to the success of Hong Kong 
as an international business and financial centre, a 
major trade hub as well as an important transportation 
n o d e In A s i a " ' 
• . . ’ ‘ / 
"Hong Kong serves a distinct role as a place for firms 
to access the strength of the Greater Pearl River Delta 
region. Many western firms alsd'use Hong Kong as a 
base for their Greater Pearl River Delta region activities, 
with senior managers often residing in Hong Kong. 
‘7/ location for tne Hong Kong also serves as a principal h
buying offices for companies doing business with the 
Greater Pearl River Delta region. Increasingly, savvy 
companies are developing Hong Kong/Greater Pearl 
River Delta strategies with their management, finance, 
communication, and coordination activities based in 
Hong Kong and their manufacturing activities in one or 
more ofthe jurisdictions of the Pearl River Delta." 
IHonrj Kong 20S0 Planning Vision and Stmtcgy 
"In line with the increasing socioeconomic integration 
of Hong Kong with the Mainland, more efficient 
cross-boundary transport infrastructure is needed to 
facilitate smooth cross-boundary movements, creation 
of a "one-hour living circle" that covers most ofthe PRD 
area, and furthermore, to enhance our competitive 
edge in the fast growing Pan-PRD region. Connectivity 
with the Asia Pacific Region and the rest ofthe world, 
too, is also a vital concern." 
wsi 
"The Express Rail Link (XRL) aims to improve the connection between 
Guangzhou and Hong Kong by reducing the travelling time between 
the two cities to within one hour. The XRL will also enable Hong Kong 








EXPRESS R A I L L I N K H O N G K O N G S E C T I O N 
G E N E R A L I N F O R M A T I O N R A P I D ACCESS I N T O THE CORE OF H O N G K O N G 
S h u t t l e Serv ice 
Between HK and Futian 
Between HK and N e w Shenzhen 
Between HK and N e w Guangzhou 
14 minutes 
23 minutes 
4 8 minutes 
L o n g H a u l Serv ice 
Between HK and Changsha, Hunan 4 hours 
Between H K a n d Futian, Shenzhen 14 minutes 
Between HK and Longhua, Shenzhen 23 minutes 
Between HK and Shibi, Guangzhou 48 minutes 
Between HK and , Hunan 4 hours 
Between H K a n d Nann ing ,Guangx i 5 hours 
Between HK and Fuzhou, Fujian 5 hours 
Between HK and Wuhan , Hubei 5 hours 
Between H K a n d Shanghai (current- 2 5 hours) 8 hours 
Between H K a n d Beijing (current- 2 4 hours) 10 hours 




Approximately 3 minutes peak hour headway (ultimate) 
Train Speed 
Maximum operating speed at 200km/hour 
Maximum Passenger Capacity 
10,000 passengers per hour per direction 
R A P I D ACCESS F R O M 
PRD TO THE CORE OF 
H O N G K O N G 
2 
' H S T - A I R ' S E A M L E S S - W E B 
T R A N S F E R 
3 
B U S I N E S S & E C O N O M I C 
D E V E L O P M E N T 
CBD Grade A Office 
'finance and banking, professional services and major corporate 
headquarters tend to concentrate In Central/Admiralty, while 
Tsim Sha Tsui is becoming increasingly favorable to firms with a 
manufacturing base in the Pearl River Delta" 
Jonei Lang LaSnllc, Corporate Oauplm Guide, April 200S 
The EmMng Hong Kontj CTOdo A Offke Landscapv, April2006 
The entire Hong Kong section of the XRL will run in a 2 6 k m underground tunnel 
all the way to victoria harbour coast (including the Terminus). 
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S O C I A L D I F F E R E N C E S B E T W E E N O L D & NEW T R A F F I C C O N D I T I O N S 
( • " • ^ - ^ ^ ^ 






FOUR M A I N C O N T E X T AREAS 
UNKNO 
CULTURAL 




building mass & station planning 5 minut/^travel distance 
MTR can cover most areasj^jttSj 
reasonable wa lk ing distarTce,^ ^  
street liveliness 
-- he yjareas 
are deep in the jb id city 
c; -
_ 
I i ® 
r j 
• i •“ 
“ . j r r 
d & underground network 
jestrian pgrmeability of road 
There is a lmost no th ing dtf ier than retails 
in Union Sq. No commun i ty programjti^es. 
^ ^ . 
programmes distrubtion r-* 
religious n educational n exhibitional transportatforfaT"\ 
community • sports • governmentd/institution library ‘ 
Ky 
igi 
SITE G E N E R A L L A Y O U T 
(GOVERNMENT SUGGESTED ALTERNATIONS IN RED) 
(1)389/09-10(CM) 
(General Layout Plans, Gazettal Documents Nov2008- Dec 2009 
Railway Development Office, Highways Department 
Arup Traffic Study Report200 
T R A N S P O R T A T I O N M O D E S OF ACCESS 
‘ .. 
“ < f f • 
. .‘j;’ . 
’ 
I S V. V 
P a t r o n a g e F o r e c a s t 
t t m m 
MMtttrtt t m t t m t 
Daily Patronage 99,000 119,700 
Year 2016 2021 
160,000 
2031 
Promote to increase the use of mass 
transit combined with means of last-
mile travel in the future. 
© + t c ^ i i 
TtCB (1) 3 8 9 / 0 9 - 1 0 (01) 
THE R E L A T I O N S H I P OF XRL T E R M I N A L TO THE CITY? 







i t _ 
mmmi 
Union Square XRL r 
R e l a t i o n s h i p : 
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The terminal is not welcomed by 
normal citizens (non-travallers) as 
they cannot enjoy i t 
With high construction cost, the terminal must 
not bury the burden of high social cost as well. 
The terminal should be a civic 
element, enjoyable by everyone. 
The location of the main passenger 
terminal underground provide a 








A PLACE FOR EVERYONE 








PROPOSED 0 TYPICAL TRANSIT HUB X 
Designed to serve travellers primarily or exclusively. 
Lack of facilities and space for non-travellers 
As a civic element, both travellers and 
non-travellers has equal importance 
1 
MONUMENTALITY 
TO ENHANCE THE ASPECTS OF THE CITY 
The Happenings of the Place 
PROMOTE THE CITY WITH THE CITY 
Consider the hub as an Assisting Component to complete the city. 
-Stitches urban fabric to create a more efficient network 
-Enhances the potential of the surrounding context 
-Extend city fabric into the center 
-Adopt and enhance existing landmarks instead of creating competitions 
-Promote better life qualities for the city 
++++0 +DDDD ~ DODO 
...t=L 1 _.p-~ ........ DDD-
11+ ... +-b mooD 
2 THE HAPPENINGS OF THE CITY IS UNIQUE 
Architecture can be duplicated; but not the events, culture or the climate. 
lt is the aspects of life we wanted to promote primarily. Architectural won-
der is only the hardware. 
' 
l ' , ... ~ ..... ........,. .. X The'Shell' 
\ \ I I ,~ I 
----t=f-.--, \ / 
\ f T \ t' · .t tt\ \"'·"',.TT,,,,> 
' 11' 111'0' 'IT , , • 
' 11 ,,' Ill 
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,' 
The Happenings 0 
55 
KEY FACTORS OF P U B L I C P L A Z A 
exhibition! 
party! 





finally there Is a place of escape! 
¥ 
t 
and its free! 
\ ^ festival! 
• ^ people-watching! 
I performance! 
SPACE A V A I L A B I L I T Y 
Opportunities for Activities and Expression 
: t t , 
(PROGRAMMABLE SPACE )— CITY 
: : : 
ACCESS 
SOME COMPACT TRANSIT HUB X 
Degrees of separation makes public space 
difficult to access. Limitations to access time and 
activities usually implied. 
COFFICE/RES.) ( PROGRAMMABLE SPACE) 
MH —riTY 
T . . • 
ACCESS 
PROPOSED O 
The city center right at the center; wi th 
direct connection to major means of 
access. 
A C C E S S I B I L I T Y 
Easy/Direct Access 
food shops food lots of shops 
solidarity 
P R O G R A M M A T I C S U P P O R T 
These supports the causal needs and desire 
of people; increases 'stickiness' of place and 
may provoke diversity of functions. 
C O N C E P T U A L STRATEGY 
Inverted Volume for the People 
Inaccessible Public Space Elevated Programmable Space 
.HiddenTransit Hub Submerged Access Roads (Same level as Civic Square) 
C O M P A C T H K 
T R A N S I T H U B X P R O P O S E D O 
P E R M E A B I L I T Y 
Shopping mall fortress ^ ^ 
High permeability 
The terminal must not be dominated by 
shopping mall typology which intents to 
retain internal flow. 
A high permeability must be maintained 
to ensure Ease of Accessibility as well as 
reducing the Social Filtering Barrier. 
APPLIED DESIGN PROPOSAL 
Model Demonstration 1:5000 
-Hybrid solution 
Open public plaza same level as major means of access 
-Elevated programmable space 
-Adapt and strengthen existing situations 
(adjacent development improved) 
PROPOSED DESIGN MODEL II 
Abstract Representation 
Sunken open public plaza same level as major means of access 
-Barrier-free-access to peripheral public spaces 
-Elevated programmable space 
PROPOSED DESIGN MODEL 
Abstract Representation 
-Center open public plaza 
-Access roads same level as prime space 
-Elevated programmable space 




-Inaccessible public space 

, JA V 
’ T r t r f - V t r . n ‘ 
;J? ‘ » 
Study of Over lapp ing Spaces 
S M A L L S T U D I E S 
Morphing Forms Cluster Forms House N In-Between Space 
Terminal CIQ Studies 1 Terminal CIQ Studies 2 Terminal CIQ Studies 3 
S C H E M A T I C D E S I G N S 





















E R M I N A L P U Z Z L E 

S C H E M A T I C D E S I G N S 
Scheme 1 
Public Canyon & People Receiver 
Scheme 2 
Cluster Forms Union Square Extension 
Scheme 3 
Grand Public Space & Union Square Extension 





' V -f 
Civic plaza connects as ecological corridor 
New extension to Union Square with XRL Terminal entrance 
Addresses and provides new potential entrance point to cultural district 
Improved ground connection to ok city Jordan 
Bus terminal at the end of 




Hife n ; 
THE D E S I G N 
O V E R V I E W 
a 
CIV IC P L A Z A / E C O L O G I C A L CORRIDOR 
i ^ P f l T 
P L U G - I N S TO CITY S I G H T L I N E N A V I G A T I O N 

YAU MATEI 
M A S T E R L A Y O U T P L A N 
O I I ^ ‘ 0 100 
TSIMSHATSUI 
A D O P T THE S I T U A T I O N 
-Evaluate the position of the project 
in the context of entire Hong Kong 
-Instead of creating 
com petition,promote and strengthen 
existing regional landmarks: Union 
Square and ICC tower 
-Promote connection between green 
‘ zones 
-Maintain visual corridor to panorama 
view of Victoria Harbour 
GREEN C O N N E C T I O N 
-Scattered green and public areas in 
west kowloon are connected with 
the establishment of the ecological 
corridor 
-Podium garden of Union Square is 
now part of the green network wi th 
ease of accessibility 
500 
3 srfs^ arsTS• 5 f^JISH^KftStel a e re] 
gness thought completing the city by creating 
\ 
\ \ 
• : \ \ 
A plugin to complete the Union Square. An urban center responsive namlcjines evoke high speed motion of mobility 
SPACE AVAILABILITY 
Opportunities for Activities and Expression 
ttMttttMttm t 
ttttMMttfttttttttt 500,000 
2 ACCESSIBILITY Easy/Direct Access 
3 PROGRAMMATIC SUPPORT These supports the causal needs and 
desire of people; passive types 
elevated to enable high 
permeability, while active * 
types can extend out into 
open areas 
CONCEPTUAL STRATEGY Inverted Volume for the People 
Instead of creating competition, adapt existing situations; as well as to 
promote and strengthen existing regional landmarks 
Inaccessible Public Space 
Solid Block 






• - m 
O L u t i i 
5 
WEST KOWLOON CULTURAL DISTRICT 
ooc: 
i i M 
_ 
-Glazed floor enable sightllne tp''tefm)ha| b ^ o w 
without hindering free movement a b o V e ^ H ' t A l . -
. ”::: ! ^ 
-New entrance with supersize door 
-Wall of triple height glazing to extend further i 
into the new extension structure “ V : , > 
“ V* 
OQC' 
^ ^ p i n n m imn I m n irm^yn 
lAirl^ til n II I I If I 



































































































s k y l i g h t a t e n d s e n a b l e 
e a s i e r n a v i g a t i o n 
- G l a z e d f l o o r e n a b l e 
s i g h t l i n e t o t e r m i n a l 
b e l o w w i t h o u t 
h i n d e r i n g f r e e 
m o v e m e n t a b o v e 
M E D I A B R O A D C A S T S T A T I O N 
• B r o a d c a s t t h e h a p p e n i n g s a n d e v e n t s of 
w e s t k o w l o o n t o H o n g K o n g a n d t h e w o r l d , 
c a n t r i g g e r a w i d e v a r i e t i e s o f c u l t u r a l 
e v e n t s 
• E x h i b i t i o n a r e a a t b o t h p l a z a a n d g r o u n d 
l e v e l e n a b l e e v e n t s t o be e x t e n d e d o u t 
I n t o t h e p l a z a 
- Z o n e c a n b e t r a n s f o r m e d I n t o b a c k - r o o m 
or o v e r n i g h t s t o r a g e a r e a s fo r l a r g e e v e n t s 
l o c a t e o u t s i d e 
p e r m i t s i m p l e r s t r u c t u r e s 
B A S E M E N T LEVEL 
S L O W T R A F F I C 
" S p l i t l i f e t h r e a t e n i n g 8 - l a n e r o a d s I n t o 
s m a l l e r l a n e s fo r 
c r o s s i n g 
• B r i n g p e d e s t r i a n b a c k t o t h e g r o u n d 
• E n l a r g e t r a f f i c i s l a n d s t o e n a b l e a c t i v i t i e s 
J O R D A N S T A T I O N 
• S t a t i o n s u p e r s t r u c t u r 
to be a l t e r e d t o e n a b i 
O
^ h i g h e r p e r m e a b i l i t y an 
d i r e c t i v e 
- S t a t i o n c o n c o u r s e 
m e r g e d w i t h p l a z a I n t 
as o n e l a r g e a r e a 
G R O U N D F L O O R 
BUS C O M E S T O P E O P L E , 
N O T T H E O T H E R WAY R O U N D 
bus p a r k i n g p e r m i t m o r e f l e x i b i l i t y in 
p l a n n i n g a n d e x p a n s i b i l i t y . 
H-Comfort 
E L E M E N T S , C O M P L E T E D 
• N e w e x t e n s i o n p h a s e p l u g “ n t o e x i s t i n g 
s t r u c t u r e w i t h r e f e r e n c e t o e x i s t i n g s h o p p i n g 
m a l l t y p o l o g y 
- S y m m e t r i c a l l a y o u t s u g g e s t t o w a r d s a m o r e 
a p p a r e n t e n t r a n c e t o E l e m e n t s 
• C o n t a i n s t h e G r e a t D i a g o n a l S t r e e t l e a d i n g t o 
p o d i u m , XRL t e r m i n a l e n t r a n c e a n d s u p p o r t i v e 
ST F L O O R 
PACKAGED HIGHWAYS 
·Pedestrian networks pass under and over the 
non·relocatable Jordan Road 
· Highways can be packaged and Integrated with 
pedestrian footbridges and other facilities for 
Improved efficiency 




. ~-..: ~~ ' 
. ~ - ' . ' ' 
recovery of wasted space above roads networks 
I!) 
fUI ~W.<ri'MN'IU. 
Development warped around highways 
3 · dl men si o na l ly 
] I-- -l ~ -j-· 11--
-d-;(jjl I I f ~MCJ! @zb 1 
j. ~ ''<"''',~Mm"'""""'*'"'"' UJIIO" SQ Uflll t ~~-• ..,_lWNI ~.t!ft.~."" IA'iTIL t VAJ IO N 
--· 
UNION SQUARE CONNECTIVITY 
• Maintain traffic access clearance for ground level 
·Long row of glazed area on 1st floor enable 
connection points to be made easily 
·No point of access available on 2nd floor 
·Access path suggest movement to continue beyond 
ex isting podium 
PLUGIN RESTAURANTS 
·Restaurants, food retail and service wet zones to be 
arranged In a row back-facing mechanical/transfer 
area of Union Square 
·Enables building services to attach to Union Square 
DIAGONAL STREET 
·Mixed-use landscape grand staircase connect civic 
plaza with podium level 
·Large width designed for extreme capacity : both 
movement and seating 
· Contain retails and permit stage events 
·Open-air public area enable 24hr easy access to 
podium 
EXPRESS PEDESTRIAN NETWORK 
·Strengthen the weak linkage across east and west kowloon 
-Ground level traffic capacity expected to be Insufficient In the future ; elevated footbridge 
· network to be adopted 
·Travellators move people more efficiently across the long distance 
·Can be attached to exist i ng urban fabric organically 
~f\1~· ;r:;,. t n ;""~tonl connection to building UP9'f~,.t 
Traffic Study Report 2001, Arup 
2ND FLOOR C) 
·Multiplied level Increases 
active commercial opportunity 
areas In height 
·Width of footbridge network 
to be widen beyond capacity 
of movement to encourage 
activities . 
SECTION S 




A L O O K I N T O T E R M I N A L T Y P O L O G Y FOR T H E / U J ^ B A N CENTER 
R e t h i n k i n g t h e r e l a t i o n s h i p b e t w e e n t e r m i n a l ' m a c h i n e ' a n d t h e c i v i c c e n t e r . 
I, M , " >1.'. , r -i'. I ,-1 … , \ ' ' .P ‘ ,r, i l ' T f r ^ ^ v ' i l i-^i — 




You can only 
wait, eat or 
shop here, it 




Yet this is 
difficult due to 
uncertainties 





Diagram illustrated and Improvised in refer to FAA Terminal Space Standards; 
lATA; (Brian Edwards) The Modern Terminal, 1998 
m D^ARTJJftE CONCOURS0 i PAlDZONETHRtSHOlD 






% 1 , 0 ,, SECURITY 
f f f ^ 
_ 
irVIMioRATION fV: 
P R E D I C T A B L E & D I R E C T I V E 
H I G H E R D E G R E E O F T R A N S P A R E N C Y 
L A N D M A R K Z O N E S 
EASY. N A V I G A T I O N 
( R E L I A B L E P A S S E N G E R P R O C E S S I N G ) 
R E D U C E P H Y S I O L O G I C A L 
D I S T A N C E 
Permit passengers to predict their time required 
to reach their train from the very beginning. 
This allows passengers to plan their schedule 
more confidently and accurately. 
People can now use their time more efficiently. 
DUTY FREE SHOPS 
0 . 7 
ARRIVAL LOUNGE 
1 5 TRAC.^  
PLATFORM 
G E N E R A L T E R M I N A L TYPES 
As a city core, the general concourse 
is now a civic element of the city, 
serving both travellers and 
non-travellers.This area will need 
to be a lot larger than the terminal 
requirements to host the extra 
commercial and activity areas. 
Ideally the civic plaza, departure 
concourse and arrival concourse 
should be seamlessly merged 
together to promote interaction. 
Area should be large enough to 
prevent tight cross-flows and enable 
large events to be held. Edge zones 
are ideal for supportive programmes 
such as cafes and restaurants to 
increase "stickiness". 
Waterloo Station, London Main Hall, Zurich Central Train Station, Germany 
Other v isual ly res t r ic ted Zones located in over lapped 
Such enables contrasts o f spat ia l vo lumes between 
d i f f e ren t zones w i t h co r respond ing levels of t ransparency. 
87 
CORE F A C I L I T I E S E X P L O D E D I S O M E T R I C V I E W 
3 3 _ , 
CUSTOMS 
1 . 0 . 
IMMIGRATION 
m 
‘ 9 i HEALTH CONTROL 
0 . 7 . 
ARRIVAL LOUNGE 
m 
‘ a t HEALTH CONTROL 
1 . 0 . 
SECURITY -
# 1 . 0 . EMIGRATION 
1 5 TRACKS 
PLATFORM 
1 . 8 . 
DEPAF^TUF^E LOUNGE 
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"•" ' Ih V , • V m 
View from civic plaza looking towards Victoria Harbour. Glazed floor enable viewers from plaza to 
take a glimpse of the terminal below without obstructing movements above. 
• RE F A C I L I T I E S E X P L O D E D 
I S O M E T R I C M O D E L 
1 
A R R I V A L E X P E R I E N C E 
•^ ‘ ‘ T S ^ f t S i - J ^ H H Dynamic lines evoke high speed motion of mobility with great panorama 
A ^ ' ^ l l l T u ^ ^ I i ^ B m view to Victoria Harbour on the arrival of plaza level above 
S H A P I N G V O L U M E S 
Stepped configuration of passenger terminal levels enable clear overview from 
height, enabling easier nervation and more effective use of natural lighting 
D E S T I N A T I O N WEST K O W L O O N P L A Z A 
T h i s is n o w e n j o y a b l e by e v e r y o n e 
D A Y T I M E 
Casual Street Performances & Gatherings 
EVENTS 
Large Formal Events on Plaza 
N I G H T L I F E 
Night Activities at Bars & Cafe Zones 
C O N C L U S I O N & O V E R V I E W 
Fo 
S Y N E R G Y 
t h e G r e a t e r G o o d 
S T R A T E G I C V A L U E S 
L o n g - t e r m I n v e s t m e n t i n t h e c i t y 
A R C H I T E C T U R E & PEOPLE 
V a l u e o f A r c h i t e c t u r e 
(D ; 
Mysterious Solid X 
IV 
Radiation o 
The core must be intimately related to the city, with 
a radius of effect, as well be to be affect citywide. The 
core and the city works together inseparably. There 
must be sufficient recognition from the citizen to make 
the center a real city core. Its value to the city is more 
important than itself. 
I expensive.! 
j L u j I 
Pared Development with ^ ^ 
Properties to Offset Cost 
Overall Increase in Value 
for City o 
Visions should not be limited to offset construction 
cost from its own property development, but instead 
the benefits it gains for the city; enabling overall value 
increase in the area. It is a long term strategic investment 
not just in terms of mobility, but also the quality of the city. 
r—I 
Architecture Shall 
Not Abuse People X 
Architecture Serves People, 
But Some Are Exclusive. 
We Call That Private. 
i t ttt t • • 
People is Always The 
Priority ^ ^ 
t t i t H t t t 
A Good City Center Is Never Exclusive. 
It is Public. 
This is 
Prime Public Space In The Urban Center recognizes the 
Importances of People Over Architecture 
Architecture That Respects People. 
In the modern age of mobility, transportation nodes 
are more than machines oftransit It is a civic element 
of the city. As a destination, serving both travelers 
and non-travelers, it is a platform of exchange, a place 
of equality, a stage of lifa Instead of a monumental 
sculpture, this project attempts to invite both the city 
and its urban fabric deep into the new urban center; 
stitched into an interconnected networkof enjoyable 
public platforms. This enhances competitiveness 
thought completing the city by creating a subject 
of monumentality beyond the physical ot^ ec^ ^^  
as city. 
This is the new urban center for the people in the era of'Global Theatre' 
The changeover from consumer to producer, from acquisition to involvement, from Job holding to role playing, stressing that there Is no more community to clothe the naked specialist. -Understanding Media, McLuhan 
\ \ \ \ 
-Government Proposal of XRL Terminal Hong Kong Section 
-Environmental Impact Assessment Report 
-Legislative Council Documents 













PRINCIPALLY ACCEPT LOCATION OF PUBLIC TRANSPORT INTERCHANGE 
WITH DESIGN ALTERATIONS 
X 
SLIGHT ALTERATIONS TO EAST AREA OF UNION SQUARE 
PRINCIPALLY ACCEPT RELOCATION OF ROADS 
SOUTH AUSTIN STATION & DEVELOPMENT ZONE TO REMAIN PEDESTRIAN BYPASS NETWORKTO BE ENHANCED 









Number of Cross-boundary Passenger Trips between HK and GPRD Cities in 2007 





bypassing WK Reclamation Area 
_ I?! I H WKT SIto 
Hong Kong Island North and West Kowloon West District Traffic Study2001 Arup, Transportation Department 
Kong Section ofGuangzhou - Shenzhen - Hong Kong Express Rail Link: http-J/www.epdgov.hk/eia/register/ 
report/eiareport/eia^ 1692009/ 
\Fo8han^  
) f " Ktna 





"Nuipber of Cross-boundary 
F^assenger Trips (million) 
n/ 
PRD Cities 6 . 4 1 ( 8 6 % ) 
// 
Other Areas In 
the Mainland 
0 . 4 6 ( 6 % ) 
Macao 0 . 6 9 ( 9 % ) 
Total 7 , 6 6 ( 1 0 0 . 0 % ) 




At grade traf Reclamation 
• _ 
Underpass c 
Briefing on the planning of West Kowloon Terminus, Legislative Council Documents, Hong Kong 
Hong Kong Section ofGuangzhou - Shenzhen - Hong Kong Express Rail Link (XRL), Legislative Council Documents, Hong Kong 
West Kowloon Terminus 
1 
L A O 
48 
1. FROM WEST KOWLOON TO GUANGZHOU ONLY 48 MINUTES 
2. XRL BEGINS CONSTRUCTION NEXT YEAR, 10 HRSTO BEIJING 
3. CROSS-BORDERS BUSES ARE FREQUENT, XRL SAVES TIME 
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INCREASE 1. GOVERNMENT PREDICTS NUMBERS 
SIGNIFICANTLY IN 2016 
2. CROSS-BORDER RAILWAY COMMUTERS TO REACH 
THOUSAND PER DAY 
XRL CONSTRUCTION APPROACHES, VILLAGERS STANDS FIRM 
HEUNG YEE KUK TRIES TO RESOLVE CONFLICT TO 
VILLAGEFARM RELOCATION 
Express rail link to be world's most costly 
A Better Express Rail 
f o r / i I iBetter, Faster, Cheaper 
Total cost saving HK$2S billion = HK$4,000 per HK citizen. 
ChMper tolal |ouin«y fwei — Fbsuk total |aum«v timas. 
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J^PtKlltRWIC 
SAfVtno pubtc (THrat vUt) profMMOMi i n u ^ 
< 3 3-5 6-10 I M S 
Walk ing Time (minutes) 
Walking Time to Access Mechanized Transport Modes Proportion of Walking Trip Purpose 
Traffic 
Walking 
Journey Time (minutes) Proportion of Daily Mechanized Trip Purpose 
HW Home-•Work 
HS Home-.School 
HO Home • Others 
B Business 
0 0 Others -Others Maximum Acceptable Cycling Time 14 min 
Unfamiliar with 
Lack of cycling/ Unfit health 
tracks condition Too exhausting 
Main Reasons for Not Cycling Main Reasons for Not Walking 
Undisclosed Time saving z 
environ 
friendly 

















- m o r e areas 
9 
Most Supported Measures to 
Improve Pedestrian Facilities 
Travel Characteristics Survey 2002 
r 
T E R M I N A L S T A N D A R D S 
R e c o m m e n d e d A v e r a g e S t a n d a r d s o f S p a c e p e r P a s s e n g e i 
Area 
check-in queue area 









T e r m i n a l S p a c e S t a n d a r d 
Area 
ticket lobby 
waiting areas (departure lounge, etc.) 
eating and shopping areas 





circulation, building plant, etc. 










FAA Terminal Space Design Standards 
1>«ck radius (for tuntlng round} In •Ulingft 
»nn«r rail l>««(J 




/ / / Ofiyinjl 
/ curv« 
— — I 
1:320 
1: 300 
TsliU for branch linm and nornutl aldlngt (m) 
( ? ) Obllqu* «ngl«d okhivIho (whavl guide ns in ® 4 
RAILWAYS 
Track Installations 
t-Iino of the track). R: 
t main lino fast track 2:300m 
for sidings in stations ^ 1 8 0 m 
for branch lines with main line rolling slock ^IBOm 
without main line rolling stock 2:100 m 
for sidings, used by main line engines 2:140m 
for sidings, not used by mainline engines possibly >100 m 
m i n i m u m 2 3 5 m 
Note that if 100m > R > 35m carriages should only bo 
pulled. In addition, R >130m might not be suitable for all 
rolling stock so the types involved should be checked at an 
early stage. 
Radii for narrow gauge railways 
for 1 .00m gauge track s 5 0 m 
for 0 . 7 5 m gauge track' J:40m 
for 0 . 6 0 m gauge track ^ 2 5 m 
For track that wil l be used at speeds greater than shunting 
speed, a transitional section of curve must be laid between 
Iho straight section and the circular arc itself, giving a 
continuous curvature change from 1>» to 1:R — (gx Under 
certain circumstances the curves must be canted in order to 
keep ihe centrifugal forco that arises during travel through 
the curve within reasonable limits. Canted curves and 
transition curves should be blended together. Al l details 
should satisfy the Service Regulations of the relevant 
Railway Aulhority. 
I accordance with the rail 
and tho pitch of the frog 
of sets of 
Sols of points are designated 
shape, the branch line's radiu 
(e.g. 43-190-1:9). 
points/switch rails: 
49-190-1:7.5 « 25.222 m/12.611m 
49-190-1:9 • 27.138 m/10.523m 
« 33.230 m/16.615 m 
must not stand beyond the marker sign, to 
prevent obstructing the set of points The distance 
between the track centre-lines at the marker sign should be 
2:3.5 m. 
The diamolers, D, of normal turntables are: for axles, 2-3 m; 
for wagons, 3-10m; and for engines, 12.5-23.0m. 
Tho sizos of transfer tables should bo calculated as 
minimum axle base of the carriage to be transferred + 0.5 m. 
Details for level crossings can be obtained from the Service 
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RAILWAY STATIONS 
Further information: 
Rai lway I 
1 
m I r — - b - ^ 
• 
J F " 
- — • — 
H. —— 
K ^ L r - - * - ^ 
( i ) A• but 
^ ^ DA 
I across th» 
y for rm 
t iz« incUdationt) 
f requently pass through smal l and medium-size 
t o w n s at street level, in w h i c h case the station buildings are on 
the s a m e level as the tracks. At s o m e smal l stations in continental 
Europe (e.g. Rudesheim), access to the plat forms for passengers 
a n d luggage is achieved by crossing ihe tracks. Pedestrian 
tunnels are general ly used for medium-s ize installations, such as 
Bonn In large terminals there are gent ly inclined tunnels for 
both pedestrians and tuggage. 
A n i m p r o v e m e n t in layout can be achieved by raising the 
level of the track instal lat ion, as at Co logne a n d Hanover, or by 
lower ing the level as in Darmstadt , C o p e n h a g e n and London 
- . T h i s p r o b l e m of access to the p la t fo rms does not arise 
n _ — 
‘ \ y entr«r>ca • 
„ r — l l 
— • I '. j l 
S-ST I: •^^ff foe main tine» on open ttietchrv for objocts with •xcftptioo of fabriMmd iarucYiir«s , . , • 
for Riwiioft eidinoft «nd tor optm •iretch** 01 md»n lifttfi wrth «ppcui »t 
i nignalA betw&<m th« ujicMi 
fixed obi^ts on paMfnoor p tfornt> 






















®N M M * « r y In thm ttandord tl«erAnc« for curvM with 
radii <2f t0m 
narrow gauge railways 
‘ 
(g") P workstation layout for ^ 





© »limit of 6i««r«ne« for t t ra tchM witti ov»rh«»d conductor 
" 9 k V » 
{jinwn»tonti ot h»H 
th« width • 
(mm) 
©Dimfintlona for holl IK« width of th« upp«r limit of the clMranca 
h 
hvavy up to 13 m wid« ood In tonnnii 
heavy tupcMjtrucuirM ov« 15 m 
light iup«r»liuc(ure», Wich ott footlVKlflAft, «hOdi 
Includmg doom 






:European s tandards (Germany) 
f doorways ihe clear w i d t h should be • r3.35 m a n d 
I b e y o n d tho trains' 
the wa l l for a single-track 
I double-track streich of l ine it is 
For tunnels, tho 
kinematic 
stretch of line 
30 cm. 
T h e r e ure m i n i m u m distances required b e i w e e n buitdincjg 
and rai lway tracks for n e w structures. These vary according to 
location. Typiciil examples are: a fire resistant structuro w i th 
suitable cladding must b e Boparated by 2:7.50 m f rom rai lway 
land; tliB corresponding distance for soft covered slructuros 
that are not firo resistant is Tho latter also applies to 
structures in which combustiblo materials aro sloroc!. 
P la l form heights vary f r o m country to country, nnd can bo os 
. H o w e v e r , access to plat forms must not involvo 
J having to cross tho track. This requires tunnels or 
„ , which should have a w i d t h 
circulation in both directions, 
bridges or in tunnels should be the same width as tho br idge _ 
tunnol. 
M 






Artificial climate control systems are accounted for high 





d S u b t r o p i c a l C l i m a t e 
R«l/>tiv«. Hwivii^ttij 
Summer: Natural Ventilation Winter: Passive Heating 
Bioclimate Chart with Design Strategy Guides 
Total electricity consumption 
1 i 
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Star Ferry Kowloan 
Summary of Meteorological and Tidal Observations In Hong Kong, Hong Kong Observatory 2008 
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